Improving your Working Conditions

From CAD to Construction to Completion

Acetarc BEAR PITS are robust and built to last. The pits are constructed with a fully self supporting frame, requiring no further steelwork on installation.

The pits are manufactured from high quality mild steel and are fully sealed before leaving our workshop.

The floors are non-slip Durbar for safety and have a built in sump for collecting any waste products.

Designed to suit your own specific requirements, the pits are available in any length.

Following a site inspection and survey, Acetarc’s dedicated CAD team will produce a full 3D design drawing for your approval.

Standard Features

- Integrated jacking rails
- Access steps to British Standards
- Escape ladder to British Standards
- Fluorescent Lighting, compliant with HSE Zone 2.
- Wiring within steel conduits.
- Air line connection points
- Sump for waste oil and spillage

Optional Extras

The Acetarc BEAR PIT is manufactured to your individual needs, so the following are available as optional extras

- Storage cupboards
- Offset entry tunnels
- Escape tunnels
- Connecting tunnels for multiple inspection pits
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OPTION 1
STANDARD INLINE PIT WITH STEPS AND ESCAPE LADDER

OPTION 2
ADDITION OF CUPBOARDS

OPTION 3
ADDITION OF WALK-IN ENTRY SECTION

OPTION 4
ADDITION OF EXIT SECTION